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RIDGEWATER COLLEGE,  
BRI DGEWATER, VA. 
FOR 1898=99, 
WITH 
AN NOUNCEMENTS · 
ROANOKE, VA.  
THE STONE PRINTING AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY  
1899.  
Ube 1lnsttiutton was (tbartere~ 'Uln~er tbe 1 a 
IDirginia, .marcb 3~, 1884. 
Extracts from the amended Charter : 
"Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia, That * * 
be and they are hereby constituted a body politic and corporate, in the 
and style of Bridgewater College; and by that name shall have perp 
succession and a common seal, sue and be sued, plead and be imple 
purchase, receive, possess, hold, and sell and dispose of any propert 
and personal, for the use and -benefit of said institution, and unde~' 
common seal make and establish, from time to time, such rules and by. 
not contrary to the laws of Virginia, as by them shall be thought essen 
and necessary to the good order and government of the officers, profess 
masters, and students thereof. 
" The officers of said institution shall consist of a president, vice-p 
den t , secretary, treasurer, and a board of trustees and such agents 88 m 
be deemed necessary. 
'' * ..,... * * The originators and friends of said i.... stitution, havi 
already purchased, received, and acquired real and personal property fort 
use and benefit and received conveyances, gifts, transfers, and subscriptio 
of money and property to themselves, in the name of Bridgewater College 
and in the same name made contracts, received contributions, built house., 
appointed officers, professors, teachers, agents, and so forth, and having put 
said school or institution into operation, it is further enacted that full and 
complete force and val idity be and hereby is imparted and given to the said 
deeds, grants, gifts, subscriptions, contributions, transfers, and conveyances; 
and that the said trustees shall hold and control the same effectually as it 
this charter or act of incorporation had been made, granted, or enacted pre-
viously to the date 0f such deeds, grants, gifts, subscriptions, transfers, and 
conveya~ces, and that in like manner full and complete validity is given to 
the contracts and appointments and other acts aforesaid. 
" And all rights, powers, privileges, exemptions and immunities secured 
by the laws of Virginia to like colleges or institutions, are also hereby 
granted to Bridgewater College of V irg inia, hereby incorporated, subject 
in all respects to the laws of Virginia in such case made and provided. 
" This act shall be in force from its passage. ,, 
~rustees. 
AMUEL F . MILLER, JOHN W. MILLER,  
JAMES A. FRY, JOHN A. WANGER,  
W . B. YOUNT. 
©tncers of tbe ~rustees. 
UEL F . MILLER, . PRESIDENT. 
NW. MILLER, VICE-PRESIDENT. 
ES A. FRY, . SECRETARY AND TREASURER. 
<tommittees. 
(r ) ON F I NANCE: 
JOHN w. MILLER AND JOHN A. WANGER. 
(2) ON BUILDI~GS AND GROUNDS: 
JAMES A. FRY AND JOHN w. MILLER. 
(3) ON LIBRARY, MUSEUM AND APPARATUS: 
ROFS. J. CARSON MILLER AND JOHN S. FLORY. 
(4) VISITORS : 
ELDERS HENRY C. EARLY, H. G. MILLER, 
AND s. A. SANGER. 
<talenbar. 
1899. 
all Term begins Tuesday, September 5th-12 weeks. 
all Term ends Monday, November 27th. 
inter Term begins Tuesday, ·November 28th-14 weeks. 
acation begins Saturday, December 23d. 
1900. 
acation ends and Students return Monday, January 1st. 
chool begins after vacation, Tuesday, January 2d. 
Winter Term ends Tuesday, March 13th. 
pring Term begins Wednesday, March 14th-12 weeks. 
losing Exercises and Commencement, Wednesday, June 6th. 
,jfacultr. 
W. B. YOUNT, PRESIDENT, 
(University of Virginia.) 
Ancient Languages, Elocution and Bible. 
J. CARSON MILLER, 
( University of Virginia.) 
Natural Sciences and Bookkeeping. 
JOHNS. FLORY, 
English Language, Literature and Coninzercial Law. 
OTTIS E. MENDENHALL, 
Latin, Histo1J1 and Mathematics . 
. J . W. WAYLAND, JR., 
New Testanient, Drawing and Englislz. 
E. T. HILDEBRAND, 
Voice Culture, 1Wetlzods, Harmony , Art of Singing and  
Vocal Music.  
MRS. BIRDIE ROLLER, 
Instrumental Music. 
W. K. CONNER, 
Orthography ancf P enmanship. 
Assista1itEnglislz Branches. 
MRS. W. K. CONNER, 
Painting. 
MRS. MAGGIE C. YOUNT, 
In Special Charge of Ladies' Hall . 
JAMES A. FRY, 
Steward. 
:announcements.  
The location of the College is in the suburbs of Bridge-
ter Va., a thriving town of about a thousand inhabitants, 
the' western terminus of the Chesapeake and Western Rail-
d. Students coming over the Norfolk and Western change 
Elkton, those over the Baltimore and .Ohio or Southern 
ange at H arrisonburg, :or Bridgewater. This is one of the 
ost beautiful and fertile parts of the great Shenandoah 
alley. It is over twelve hundred feet above the sea-level : 
he most eastern range of the Alleghanies stretches blue and 
utiful in the distant background. The College grounds, 
mprising ten acres, are elevated and insure dryness and 
Ithfulness at all' seasons. 
College Hall stands on an elevation overlooking a beauti-
1 expanse of country. It is seventy-six by thirty-six with a 
ont twenty-six by thirty-~ix, two stories high, containing six 
acious Recitation Rooms, Office, Library, a large Chapel, 
and comfortable rooms for Instrumental Music and Typewrit-
ing, all of which have high ceilings and good ventilation. 
The Young Ladies' Home is situated eleven rods from 
the College building. The site is beautiful and healthful. It 
js in the midst of charming scenery. It is a quiet, attractive 
abode. The building is forty-six by thirty-three, with a wing 
thirty-three by. thirty, all two stories high. On the first floor 
are the Parlor, a large Dining-Room for the entire school, 
Steward's Rooms, Kitchen , etc . The second story is divided 
into dormitories for the young ladies and is equipped with bath-
room, etc ., of hot and cold water. The building is heated with 
steam. The dormitories are supplied with the furnishing nec-
essary to promote health and comfort, including carpet. A lady 
of experience resides i'n the building with the y oung ladies. 
6 ANNOUNCEMENTS . 
W ardo Hall, the young men's home, is situat d  beautif~l ~mi~en~e within t~elve rods of the College B:il  
The. bmldmg 1s eighty by thirty-three, t~o s~ories, and is  
out mto rooms for the young men. This gives them  , aq
pleasant home where they can pursue their studies . 
. . d b h f . . Wltb.emg mterrupte y t e con us10n occasioned by the rec· 
tlons and class changes. The rooms are comfortable and 
plied with the necessary furniture . Its interior has s 
renewed and greatly improved. The building is heated 
. steam. Sever~l tea:h:rs occupy rooms i? this building,:' 
take pleasure m ass1stmg the young men m their studies. 
Pure water, fresh and abundant, is supplied to all 
buildings. 
The design of the instituti9n is to provide a home fort 
children of the Brethren or Dunkards under guarded moral 
religious influence. Although thus originated and controll 
the School offers a hearty welcome to all young persons w 
seek a thorough and useful education, regardless of sect 
creed . 
Chapei exercises are conducted every mo1 ning, and 
prayer-meeting once a week.. Bible Classes meet every Sab 
bath. The highest end to be reached in education is th 
developing of Christian character. All students are required ti 
attend Bible Class every Sabbath and preaching on Sabbatli 
evening. 
The.Library contains, in addition to an excellent equip 
ment ·of reference books, maps, and so forth, numerous other 
works of the best literature in prose or poetry. Latest Wor-
cester's Unabridged and Webster's International Dictionaries, 
the latest edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica with Ameri-
can additions, and mo_re than fifty volumes of the standard 
authors have recently been added. Means are in hand for 
oth~r purchases to follow these. Our students are encouraged 
to broaden and deepen their knowledge by as much research 
3;S possible. All students pay a library fee of twenty-five cents, 
which is used in rebinding worn volumes, or purchasing new 
ones. Friends of the College are earnestly urged to assist in 
enlarging the Lz'brary by donating either books or money . . All 
such contributions will be labelled with the donor's name. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS. 7 
The Laboratory for the cl.asses in chemistr~ and physics 
l
·ncreased and contams a good workmg outfit for
been ' 
ents of these subjects . . 
MusEUlVL-Through the unforgetting kindness of frien~s 
atrons, the College has been enabled to make a very 
~table beginning towards a museum. Very good speci-
s of lead , copper and manganese ores, Iceland spar, quartz 
bites and ammonites have been donated. The specimens 
res are of good size, varying from that of a man's fist to 
0 
or three times that size. During the present session the 
owing donations have been received : A collection of val-
ble coins by H. P. $trough, P . S . Thomas, A. M. Miller, 
. J. F. Thomason, and S. N. McCann ; fossilized , argil-
eous conglomerate by Dr. T. H . B. Brown. The attention 
the friends of the College is kindly called to this need . 
citnens of ores, petrified leaves, fossils, sandstones, coals, 
tes, marbles, granites, and so. forth, are found in many 
alities, and can be collected at small cost. On being donated 
ey will be labelled with the donor's name and address, and 
11 remain a permanent memorial of his thoughtful care and . 
LITERARY SocrETIES.-Well conducted Literary Societies 
most valuable adjuncts to practical education. Emergencies 
e constantly arising in life when it is. necessary to speak or 
din public . Power to do this clearly and forcibly is only 
ttained by practice. The Victorian and the Virginia Lee are 
o carefully conducted Literary Societies under the super-
'sion of the Faculty, meeting on Friday and Saturday even-
gs respectively. All this work is intended to cultivate a 
taste for the best literature and for chaste and strong methods 
of expression. The Instructor in Elocution assists students in 
their preparation by repeated rehearsals. Special public pro-
grammes are occasionally given. 
MAGAZINE. -The Philojnathean Monthly is a modest jour-
nal of pure literature published by the two societies. Its aim 
is twofold : First, to offer a medium for the preservation, in 
permanent form, of the best thoughts of the members, and for 
the cultivation of a chaste and graceful literary taste ·; and 
8 ANNOUNCEMENTS. 
second, to unite in kindly remembrance and active inte 
members of the societies, old and new. rest 
GOVERNMENT.-All students of the College are pres 
to be ladies and gentlemen. They are urged to carefi 
inspect their own conduct, to aim constantly at higher id 
in deportment as well as in morals. A few simple regulatio 
believed to be mutually helpful to all, are prescribed, to whi 
all students are expected to yield a prompt, ready obedien 
It is the earnest wish of the Faculty to assist students in ev 
way,. to be regarded as their steadfast friends . Yet whenev 
f9r any reason we are satisfied that the presence of any studeu 
is injurious to his fellows or the school, we shall refund t 
proportionate part of his fees and require his withdrawal. 
~eacbers. 
Our Professor of English, a graduate of a progressi 
Western college, has been further equipped by c;pecial univer 
sity study. Science and mathematics are taught by a gradua 
of the University of Virginia. History and kindred subje 
are presented by a post-graduate of Haverford. The Professor 
of Ancient Languages spen·t six years in special study in the 
University of Virginia, after completing a preparatory course 
The Director of the Music Department has received broad and 
varied courses under such masters as F. W . Root, D. W. Clip-
pinger, and Clement B. Shaw, of Chi~ago, and S. G. Smith 
and Charity Miller, of Columbus. Instrumental music i 
gracefully presided over by a special student of G. B. Hol-
singer, B. C. Unseld, ·and the Cincinnati Conservatory of 
Music. Elocution is taught by a graduate of the National 
School of Elocution and Oratory (long course), Philadelphia, 
who has also studied with Professor Cl~rk, of Chicago, and 
Mrs. Bishop, of New York. The Commercial Course receive 
the careful instruction of a university graduate who also 
represents one of the most reliable business colleges of th~ 
great progressive Northwest . The instructor in Bible work 
has studied with Professors Harper and Price: of University 
of Chicago. 
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JBnbowment. 
,, The field of choice for givers is wide, and every one who 
lessed of God with means should seriously consider how 
cause may be best promoted through Christian Education. 
e is nothing more enduring than the well-endowed college, 
names linked with it will never die.'' Bridgewater College 
to-day for nex t session applications by most worthy young 
ristian men and women for endowment tuition far beyond 
earnings of the present Endowment Fund. Again, the 
fessorship of Bible instruction ought to be endowed, so that 
ition therein could be free to everybody. A form of bequest 
added : 
'' I give and bequeath to the Trustees of Bridgewater 
llege the sum of. . . . . . Dollars ($ . . . ) which shall 
used for the following purpose, to wit (here describe the 
urpose for which it shall be applied.) 
[Name] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [Seal] .'' 

ACADEMIC DEPA RTMENT. I I 
t the corrected mistakes and carefully observed experi-
th:f others point out to them, until you shall have gained 
aturity of thought that will enable you to plan for your-
; to choose more wisely? Select a course at tlze beginning. 
~be JEnglisb .~ourse. 
It is designed for students who are striving first of all to 
a good foundation . Failures in life in the case of classical 
duates everywhere, where such failures occasionally exist, 
chiefly from deficiency in preparation for the higher 
rses of study. W hile the college offers a thorough business 
se, yet candor compels the observation that, for the major-
of students, a reliable English course is by far the best and 
est. Great honor lies in patient, careful preparation. 
The English Course combines the two elements of utility 
d culture in such a manner as to be highly gratifying to 
ose who complete it. The richest, most satisfactory and 
ost enduring legacy that parents can possibly leave their 
ildren is a useful education. This course lays a comfortable 
undation for a very useful life. The farmer, the mechanic, 
e merchant finds that such a course as this adds infinitely to 
e pleasures of his pursuit, and the foresight and mental 
grasp thus gained will add many a golden guinea to the fruits 
f his useful toil. The commercial student, the doctor, the 
lawyer, the minister finds in this course an amount of culture 
bat will enable him to pursue the special line of his calling 
ith refreshing enthusiasm. 
~reparator)? Stubies. 
Grammar, Orthography, Penmanship, Com-
Letter-Writing. 
Fir.at ])1ear. 
Fall Term.- " B" Grammar," B ''Arithmetic, Drawing, 
Mental Arithmetic., Elocution. 
Winter T erm.-" B" Grammar, "B" Arithmetic, Men-
tal Arithmetic, Astronomy, Elocution. 
I2 ACADEMIC D E PARTMENT. 
Spring Term -' 'A' ' Gramn1ar , ' ' B '' An·th · p· m~c 
ical Geography and Map Drawing, Physiology, Bookkeep' 
T EXT-BOOKS : Reed & Kellogg's Higher Lessons in English ; Brook , 
ten Arithmetic ; Brooks' Mental Arithmetic; Whitney & Lockwood's ..,, s ~ew 
. . . ....ughsh G 
mar ; Shoemakers's Advanced Elocut10n ; Maury 's Political Geogra h . 
The Human Body ; Williams & Rogers' Bookkeeping ; Young 's Less:usy inMa 
omy ; Thompson 's Drawing Books. 
Seconl) )J1ear. 
Fall Term.-Analysis, "A" Arithmetic, 
or Greek , General History. 
Winter Term.--Etymology, 
Latin or Greek, General History. 
Spring Term.-"A" Arithmetic ( Problems), Pedagogy 
Latin or Greek, Civil Government, Composition , U. S. History 
TEXT-BOOKS : Primers of prose and poetical selections for analysis; Kello 
Etymology; Brooks ' New Higher Arithmetic ; Wells' Academic Algebra; Tueif1 
Fowler's First Bo~k in Latin, tw.o .ter-ms ; Myers' General History; Brooks' Normal 
Methods of Teachmg ; Alden's C1v1l _Government; Johnston's U.S. History; Kelsey• 
Caesar; HuddiL:;ton's Essentials of New Testament Greek; Westcott & Hort's Gree 
Testament (MacMillan Edition ). 
U:btrl) )J1ear. 
Fall Term.-Latin or Greek, Physics, Rhetoric, American 
Literature. 
Winter Term.-Latin or Greek, American Literature, 
Physics, Geometry, Rhetoric. 
Spring Term._:_Psychology, Geometry, Botany, Chemis-
try, English Literature. 
TEXT-BOOKS : Bennett's Latin Grammar; White's Beginner's Book in Greek; 
Avery's Physics; Genung's Rh,etoric; Davis' Psychology; We1ls ' Academic Algebra ; 
Wood's Botany ; Williams' Chemistry and Laboratory Manual ; Haw thorne & Lein-
mon 's American Literature; Kelsey's Caesa r , Books II-IV; Kelsey' s Cicero, four 
orations and six letters; Herbermann's Sallust ; Westcott & Hort's Greek Testament; 
Greek Moods and Tenses; Pan coast's Introduction to English Literature. 
Sub~jfreabm_an }Pear. 
The Sub-Freshman year is intended to provide a thorouglr 
drill in Greek and Latin forms, and a careful, terse introduc-
tion to the simpler case ·relations and syntax. Much black-
board work is insisted upon, and quantity and accent are 
required to accustom the ear and eye to detect forms and 
ACAD EMIC D E PARTMEN T. 
eadily and accurately . The translating of English 
ds r G k · d h b · · . ·nto Latin and ree 1s commence at t e egmmng1ses 1 · 
tinued throughout the year. · In Algebra, Geometry 
~u lish, a careful and thorough drill is given. The Sub-h;~n year prepares the student to enter the Scientific and 
sical courses.  
Fall Term.- Greek ( Beginner ' s Book), Latin ( Beginner's  
k) Algebra , "A " GrammF· · 
0 
Winter Term.- Greek ( Beginner's Book), Latin ( Begin-
's Book), Algebra, Plane Geometry, Analysis. 
r Spring T erm .- Greek ( Beginner's Book ), Anabasis, Latin 
rammar and Caesar, Plane Geometry ,. Etymology. 
TEXT-BOOKS : White's Beg inner 's Book in Greek ; X enophon 's Anabasis , one 
k. Tuell & Fowler's Fir s t Book in Latin, tw o terms ; Kelsey's Caesar, one book ; 
nn~tt's Latin Gra·mmar ; Wells ' Academi~ Alg ebra ; Wells ' Geo~etry ; Reed & 
llogg's and Wh itney & Lockw ood's English Grammars ; Analysis of Prose and 
tical Selections; Kellogg's Etymology . 
<tlasstcal <tourse. 
In the Classical ~ourse, the Greek and Latin forms, case 
relations and moods and tenses are constantly reworked and 
reviewed, and an earnest . effort is continually made to gro.und 
the student in the three primary essentials of all language 
study, forms, construction and vocabulary. The exercise of 
translating English into Greek or Latin is insisted upon 
throughout the course. The same advantages are offere.d to 
the elective, German. In this way the student obtains valua-
ble training in comparative grammar, in which .is found one of 
the important reasons for studying an ancient, or a foreign 
modern language. In Mathematics, the required subjects for 
graduation are Higher Algebra, Geometry, rfrigonometry and 
Analytic Geometry. Calculus and Surveying may be elected. 
The living forms of animal and ·vegetable life are studied in 
Biology and Botany. In each of these the microscope will be 
in constant use, and in the former laboratory work will be 
required. The dead forms of past life are studied in Geology. 
Laboratory work is also required in Physics and Chemistry. 
Everything is done to make this course thorough and practical 
and in harmony with modern demands and modern methods. 
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT. 
jfreabman ))1ear. 
Fall Term.-Bibl.e ( Pentateuch) one ho.ur per week, 
~rammar and Exercises, Caesar, ~reek Grammar and 
c1ses, Xenophon , Algebra, Amencan Literature 
History. ' 
Winter Term.-Bible (Pentateuch) one hour per 
-Latin Grammar and Exercises, Cicero, Greek Gramm 
Exercises, Lysias, Algebra, American Literature Gar 
' enHistory. 
Spring Term.-Bible ( Pentateuch) one hour per 
Latin Grammar and Exercises, Cicero and Sallust, ~ 
Grammar and Exercises, Lysias, Solid Geometry, English 
erature (Modern Period), General History. 
TEXT-BOOKS : Bible-Special Periods of Hebrew History; Goodwin's G 
Grammar with exercises of about seventy-five words weekly; Goodwin and Wh 
Xenophon's Anabasis, four books; Kelsey's Cicero, four orations and six let 
Bristol's Lysias, four ora,tions ; Bennett's Latin Grammar, with exercises of a 
ninety words weekly; Kelsey's Caesar, four books; Herbermann 's Saliust's Cat' 
Wells' College Algebra; Hawthorne & Cemmon's American Literature; Panco 
Introductio.n to En glish Literature, second half; Wells' Solid Geometry; My 
General History. 
Sopbomote l!.?eat. 
Fall Term.-Bible (Life of Christ) two hours per wee 
Latin Grammar and Exercises, Ovid, Greek Grammar an 
Exercises, Xenophon , Trigonometry, Rhetoric and Composi 
tion, Greek Literature one hour per week. 
Winter Term.-Bible (Life of Christ) two hours per week 
Latin Grammar and Exercises, Livy, Greek Grammar and 
Exercises, Homer", Analytic Geometry, Rhetoric ahd Compo-
sition, Greek Antiquities one hour per .week._ 
Spring Term.-Bible ( Life of Christ) two hours per week, 
Latin Grammar and Exercises, Virgil, Greek Grammar and 
Exercises, Homer, Analytic Geometry, Anglo-Saxon, Latin 
Literature one hour per week. 
TEXT-BOOKS: Stevens and Burton's Outline of the Life of Christ ; Goodwin'• 
Greek Grammar, with exerci>o es of about eighty words weekly; Winan's Xenophon'• 
Memorabilia, Books I and II ; Bennett 's Latin Grammar, with exercises of about 
ninety-five words weekly ; Chase and Stuart's Ovid, twelve hundred lines ; Westcott'• 
Livy, Book I ; Kelsey's Virgil, Books I-IV; Wells' Essentials of Trigonometry i 
Nichols' Analytic Geometry; Genung's Practical Rhetoric ; Corson 's Primer of 
English Verse; Burke 's American Conciliation; Jebb's Greek Literature; Crowell 
and Richardson's Roman Literature; Mahaffey's Greek Antiquities ; Bright's Angl<> 
Saxon Grammar and Reader. 
15 ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT . 
s-uniot meat. 
-Bible (Life of St. Paul) one hour per week~all TerD1 . 
G nunar and Composition, Horace, Greek Grammar 
Co:position, Plato, Diffe~ential Calculus, Chemistry, 
th Century Literature. 
. nter Term.-Bible (Life of St. Paul) one hour per
in C . . . G k G Latin Grammar and ompos1t10n, Livy, ree ram-
' d Composition, Demosthenes, Integral Calculus, Chem- . an . 
Elizabethan Literature. 
rinO' Term.-Bible (Life of St. Paul) one hour per
Sp 0 dC .. 1 GkLatin Grammar an ompos1tlon, Juvena , ree T 
'mar and Composition, Lectures on .Latin and Greek 
5 two hours per week, 18;;chylus, Surveying, ;Eighteenth 
tury Literature. 
Electives.-Provided the whole class elect the same. sub-
Physics (three terms) may be taken instead of Greek or 
'.and Astronomy (two terms) instead of Calculus. 
' Stalker's Life of St. withT-BOOKS: Paul; Gildersleeve's Latin Grammar, 
es of one hundred to one hundred and twenty-five words once a week ; Chase 
tuart's Horace, Satires and Epistles ; Westcott's Livy, Boo k XX! ; Lindsay's 
1 six satires ; Goodwin's Greek Grammar, with exercises of eighty Lo one
ed words once a week; Tyler's Plato's Apology and Crito; Tyler's Demosthenes 
rona; Mather 's ,,2gschylus' Prometheus Bound; Bowser's Differential and Inte-
Calculus; Robbins' Surveying; Bright's Anglo-Saxon Grammar and Reader; 
'a Chaucer; Crowell's Faerie Queene; Pancoast's Introduction to English Litera-
first half; Young's General Astronomy . 
Senior meat. 
Fall Term.-Greek New Testament one hour per week, 
'n Moods and Case Relations, Seneca, Greek Moods and 
ses, Sophocles, Geology, Psychology, Original papers on 
'gned topics in Psychology. 
Winter Term.-Greek New Testament one hour per week, 
tin Moods, Case Relations and Composition, Tacitus, Greek 
ods and Tenses, Thucydides, Geology, Psychology, Orig-
papers on assigned topics in Psychology. 
Spring Term. -Greek New Testament one hour per week, 
tin Moods, Case Relations and Compositions, Tacitus, Greek 
ds and Tenses, Thucydides, Botany, Logic, Thesis. 
Elective.-German for Greek, provided the whole class 
t the same subject. 
TEXT-BOOKS : Westcott and Hort's Greek New Testament; Lectures on Latin 
ds and Cases, w ith exercises of one hundred and twenty-five to one hundred and 
16 ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT. 
fifty words once a week ; Teubner's Seneca ; Hopkins' Tacitus' Agri 
1mania ; Goodwin's Greek Moods and Tenses, with exercises of one hucoda and 
. n red to hundred and t went)'. word s once a week; White's SophocJes' CEdipus 1' 
Morris' Thucydides; Davis' E len::ents of Psychol?gy; Davis' Deductive Logic :ran11 
German Lessons ; Guerber 's Marchen und Erzahlungen, I and II. F 'Iia 
dem Staat; Thomas' Practical German Grammar; Meissner's Au~ ~?tag's
e1ner w
Lessing's Natha n der Weise; Goeth e's Faust, Part I ; Germau Composition 
Literature; Le Conte's Geology. 
:fSible <tourse. 
jfirst ))1ear. 
Fall Term.-The Pentateuch ; English; Life of Paul 
Elocution; New Testament Greek; Vocal Music. 
Winter Term.-The Pentateuch ; English ; Paul's E · 
tles ; Elocution; New Testament Greek; Vocal Music. 
Spring Term.-Israel's Monarchy; English; Epistles 
John, Peter and Jude, with biographies ; New Testamen 
Greek ; Vocal Music. 
Seconl) ))1ear. 
Fall Term.-Jeremiah and Daniel; Rhetoric; Parables 
our Lord; American Literature ; New Testament Greek. 
Winter Tenn.-Studies in Psalms; Rhetoric; Miracl 
of our Lord ; American Literature; New Testament Greek 
Spring Term.-The Minor Prophets; Psychology; A 
and Revelations_; American Literature; New Testam 
Greek. 
TEXT-BOOKS: A reference Bible (these with good print may be purchased v 
cheap at the college office of the Gish Btble Fund here ); Stalker's Life of Paul; Sh 
maker's Advanced Elocution; Huddilston 's Essentials New Testament Greek; Gre 
Handbook Greek New Testament ; ' Vestcott and Hort's Greek New Testame 
Genung's Practical Rhetoric; and others to be indicated later. T he College Lib 
contains valuable books of reference. 
'Jlatin 'Jlanguage anb 'Jliterature. 
Latin is studied during the entire four years of the Cl 
ical Course, as well. as during the second and third years of 
English Course, though in the latter course Greek may 
elected instead. To enter the Fresh)Dan Class, students m 
be able to read Caesar or N epos and to write simple exerc' 
accurately, with an exact knowledge of the forms with qu 
tity and accent . In Sub-Freshman work, the classes m 
five times a week ; afterward, four hours a week. 
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· 1care is taken at the beginning to- thoroughly drillSpecra
dent in forms, and to fix the vocabulary. Thus sure 
stut. s are laid upon which to build with security and
nda ion . . 
throughout the further progress of the work.  
The Metres and Literature of the lang-uage receive special  
dy. 
<Sreek '-Language anb '-Literature. 
In our courses Greek receives the same attention as Latin. 
enter the Freshman Class, studen1s must be able to read the 
:abasis or Moss's Greek Rea~er, to write simple exercises 
urately, with a . good working knowledge of the forms, 
eluding quantity and accent. In the Sub-Freshman, Eng-
sh and Bible Courses, the classes meet five times a week ; in 
e Classical , four hours a week. The progress from term to 
term is graded with great care as to the authors read. Especi-
ally is it the aim of the instrudion to ground the student well 
in prose in the Freshman year. Here Lysias is a favorite . 
The poets, orators, historians and simpler philosophical writers 
are well represented in our courses. The student is made 
familiar with the less_difficult metres. The literatµre of the 
language receives due attention. 
For the earnest student of Greek, the difficulties are in a 
large measure absorbed by the intense interest and fascination 
of the subject, especially after the first year's work. 
JEnglisb. 
(a) jfor tbe JEnglisb crourse. 
GRAMMAR. -A ready knowledge of the parts of speech 
and the structure of ·sentences is requii-ed to enter the English 
Course. Students who are not qualified to enter the course 
are organized into separate classes. · 
Two terms are given to the study of the subdivisions and 
modifications of the parts of speech, original sentence and 
composition writing, and punctuation. Two terms are then 
devoted to a review of the principles of grammatieal construc-
tion, and the analysis and parsing of miscellaneous sentences. 
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The selectiops of sentences are designed to cover the 
range of English constructions. Different methods of di ent 
ming are used, and written parsing is insisted upon. ;g;
01
ing this, one term is devoted to the history, derivatio 
. d nmeanmg of wor s. 
RHETORic.-The first term is devoted to the fundam . . en 
processes o f grammar and. compos1t10n . Frequent ex:erci 
are required in the use of synonyms, as well as in sentence a 
paragraph writing. n 
During the winter term the principles of literary criticism 
and the study of the leading types of English prose are mad 
the basis of the work. The classwork consists of the prepara~ 
tion of assigned portions of the text, questions, essays 
explan~tions, critical study of assigned selections, analysis of 
masterpieces, .etc. 
LrTERATURE.-The study of Literature continues through 
the third year of the English course. 
(b) jfor tbe aiassical crourse. 
The literature of the Freshman year is the same as that 
required in the English course . 
The rhetoric of the Sophomore year is also the same as in 
the English course. This is followed by a term of Anglo-
Saxon. Bright's Anglo-Saxon Reader is made the basis of 
the work, with reference to Cook's Sievers' Old English Gram-
mar. After a reasonable familiarity with the vocabulary and 
constructions has been acquired, the greater part of the time 
is devoted to reading selections from the Anglo-Saxon Chroni-
cle, Caedman, Cynewulf, Alfred the Great, and others. 
During the Junior year the history and development of 
English literature is traced from Chaucer to Tennyson. The 
first term is given to fourteenth century literature, chiefly 
Chaucer. The second term is devoted to the great ·Eliza-
bethans, with Shakespeare as their center. During the third 
term the development is brought down to the dose of the 
eighteenth century. 
1 
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1biator~. 
The course in history ex tends over the entire second year 
e English Course, and the . Freshman Year of the course 
to the B. A . degree. It is deemed adequate to give 
ngd nt a familiar knowledge with the leading facts in thetu e . . . 
of bis own country, and an outlme of general history. 
nection with the tex t, readings on ·special subjects are 
i:ed; also papers on assigned subjects. By these papers 
intended to review such parts of the history as the student 
recently studied. In this way he is made to arrange events 
reference to some definite subject. He has a nucleus 
und which to cluster the scattered facts as they have come 
him, and in expanding his subject, facts and instances other-
uninteresting :md difficult to remember are clothed with 
crest. 
The College Library affords facilities for the investigation 
historical subjects . If a genuine love for investigation can 
engendered, if students are taught the best and ·quickesf 
thods of obtaining the facts, and form an acquaintance with 
e leading authorities on history, the purpose of the course 
11 be accomplished . 
matbematica anb Sciences. 
ARI1'HMETrc.-The study of Arithmetic extends through 
the first two years of the English Course. During the first 
year a thorough practical knowledge of the subject is acquired. 
Much time is spent in drilling students upon those principles 
which they do not of themselves easily grasp. Thoroughness 
in this work is above all things else. One must have mastered 
the cardinal principles of this subject before he can go further 
successfully. 
In the second year the subject is treated more in detail. 
Brooks' H igher Arithmetic is studied for two terms. In the 
Spring term the class takes up a carefully prepared list of six 
hundred problems. No pains are spared to make the subject 
very practical, and throughout accuracy and neatness are 
insisted upon. 
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MENTAL ARITHMETIC.-Every one recognizes th 
ating beauty of this study. As a discipline or trainine fl 
it has perhaps no superior and few equals. Two co g
nsec 
terms are devoted to the text, with frequent review 
care being insisted upon in_ giving full a~d clear solutio~s. 
ALGEBRA.-Algebra 1s the foundat10n for higher 
matics. The student who has mastered this subject wil7 
little difficulty in the study of Analytic Geometry or Cale 
For this r:ason, two terms are given to it both in the Eng 
and Classical Courses. In the former the work is outlined. 
Wells' Academic Algebra. In the Freshman Year of 
Classical Course, the work begins with Quadratic Equati 
The progressions are studied; Binomial Theorem, Theory 
Exponents, Logarithms, Theory of Equations, etc., etc., foll 
GEOMETRY.-Plane Geometry is taught during the 
two terms of the English Course. It is required of Fresh 
for admission. 
Solid Geometry occupies the last term of the Freshm 
Year. Besides the regular theorems for demonstration, pra 
cal problems are used. Care is taken to prevent students fr 
falling into routine habits of demonstration. By other lette 
than those given in the text, by frequent questions, etc., th 
proof is made the student's own as much as possible. 
TRIGONOMETRY.-Trigonometry is studied during th 
fall term of the Junior Year. . The work covers plane and 
spherical trigonometry. 
ANALYTIC GEOMETRY.-This extends over two terms of 
the Sophomore Year. It includes a study of the straight line, 
circle, ·parabola, ellipse and hyperbola together with Solid 
Analytic Geometry. 
CALCULUS.-Differential and Integral Calculus are studied 
for two terms. Students are allowed to substitute Astronomy 
for Calculus, provided the whole class elect the subject. 
SuRVEYING.-This subject is studied :during the spring 
term. The ·most approved and practical methods are used. 
Special attention is given to the instruments and their use, 
accurately recording notes; mapping and plotting; bearings; 
heights and distances; determining areas, etc. A great 
variety of field-work is given. 
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oGY - The course of instruction in geology ex tends 
GEOL . . f 1 . . d 
two terms, and . consists o e~tun~s, recitat10ns an 
Physiograph1c and Dynamical Geology are first 
ec:· in order to acquaint the student with the surface 
Of the earth, and the dfects of chemical and physicalres .
that have been actmg upon the earth. The greater part 
e time, however, is g~ven to : 
(i). Structu~al Geology , in _which the internal structure 
the earth is studied from the mmerals and rocks tha.t com-
the earth. 
( 2 ) . Historical Geology, i_n which the growth and · 
elopment of the earth are studied and the laws governing 
changes are traced. 
( ). Paleontology:, in which the student becomes ac-3
inted with the past and , for the most part, extinct 'life of 
globe. 
Bo'l'ANY. - T hird year English students study Botany, 
ring term. Classical students may elect it. The aim is to 
uip the student with a thorough knowledge of structural 
tany toget her with a general acquaintance with plant physi-
gy. Analysis beginning under the eye of the instructor, is 
ntinued privately until each student analyzes at least fifty 
An excellent compound microscope is at hand. 
PHvsrcs.-In addition to the lectures and experiments by 
e professor, each member of the class spends at least one 
period per week at his assigned working-table in the labora-
tory, in special experiments allotted to him. His processes 
and results, accurately and neatly recorded in his notebook, 
must be submitted as a part of his final examination. 
CHEMIS'l'Rv. - Twenty-six weeks of the Junior year are 
devoted to chemistry. English students use twelve. About 
one-third of the student's time is devoted to laboratory work. 
The accurate notes made of these personally conducted experi-
ments are subject to frequent examination by the instructor. 
MORAL PHILOSOPHY.-The class of '99 recited every day. 
The work was embraced under three groups : (a) Psychology, 
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which occupied nearly two-thirds of the time and Und 
but little work apart from the text; ( b) History of Philo e 
which was restricted to Pre-Christian Antiquity and p~· 
phy. The subject was presented by lectures fo unded on U 
weg. (c) Deductiv~ logic. 
<Brabuation. · 
The Degree of Bachelor of English will be conferred u 
those students who complete the English Course. 
The Degree of Bachelor of Arts will be conferred 
those ~tudents who complete the Classical Course. 
(tommercial JDepartment.  
Fall Term.-Bookkeeping, Arithmetic, Business Corres-
ndence, Commercial Paper, Penmanship. 
Winter Term.-Bookkeeping, . Busfoess Law, Practical 
Grammar, Business Practice, Penmanship. 
Spring Tenn.-Bookkeeping, Arithmetic, Business Cor-
respondence, Business ~ractice, _Penmanship . . · 
At least one term m Elocution ; 
TEXT-BOOKS: Williams&' Rogers' Complete Boo~keeping, Business Law and 
Correspondence ; Brooks' New Written Arithmetic; Reed & Kellogg's ·Grammar; 
Gilbert's Graded Test Speller. 
BooKKEEPING.-This constitutes the frame-work of the 
commercial course. , In ·this department books are · actually 
opened, conducted and closed by the student. A great variety 
of business is represented and conducted by the most modern, 
most progressive and most approved methods. The student 
not only makes himself thoroughly acquainted with the Science 
of Accounts, but is drilled in the practical application of the 
principles of this science to the various forms of business in 
the commercial world . The work, therefore, is properly 
divided into two departments, Theoretical and Practical. 
In the Theoretical Deparbnent the student is thoroughly 
grounded in the principles of bookkeeping, both single and 
double entry. He becomes acquainted with the forms of nego-
tiable paper and the laws pertaining thereto; with the nature 
of ordinary business documents, and the forms and uses of 
books. The technicalities of bookkeeping are explained, and 
the student is taught how to adapt iabor-saving books to special 
kinds of business. He learns to record business transactions 
in the various books, becomes familiar with principles of jour-
nalizing, posting, closing the ledger, making off balance sheets 
and statements showing the results of the b:isiness. 
COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT. 
In the department of Business Practice the student · 
. . lS ta
through a course of busmess transactions, which is am 
. . . f Ost
and practical representat~on o ac~nal business , in which 
buys and sells merchandise, deposits money , discounts not 
receives and makes shipments, makes and pays acceptance 
It embraces the keeping of a practical set of books, the ~~a 
ing of all kinds of documents, such as deeds, mortgages le 
• I a 
powers of attorney,. co-partner~hip and other contracts, no 
drafts, checks, receipts, advertisements , etc. 
For the use of students in this department there are fi 
offices in connection with the commercial room : The Colle 
Postoffice, through which all correspondence is conducted; t 
.Railroad Office, for the transmission and the receipt of te 
grams, goods by freight, express, C. 0 . D. orders, etc.; 
Merchants' Eniporiuni, in which are represented the firms 
whom the student makes all city purchases, i. e., those n 
made by correspondence; the Commercial Exchange, which · 
the medium through which the other offices in this departmen 
make their exchanges ; the College National Bank, where each 
student deposits his money, buys New York draICs and foreign 
exchanges, discounts paper, leaves his notes and drafts for 
collection . He draws all his checks on the College National 
and much or his business in the department is done through 
this bank, with which he is required to keep a strict account 
in his pass-book and check~book . 
Each student after ·completing the other work of the 
course, takes the various positions in these offices, in, turn, 
finishing his work in the College Bank as bookkeeper, teller 
and cashier, respectively, thus learning banking in the most 
thorough and practical manner possible. 
CoMlVIERCIAL LAW. - No man can afford to enter the 
0 
broad arena of b usiness without a knowledge of his commer-
cial rights and duties. It is our aim to acquaint the student 
with those features of law which every business man should 
know a·nd without a knowledge of which he is at the mercy of 
sharpers an·d business tricksters . 
BUSINESS ARITHMETIC.-Particular attention is paid to 
those parts of Arithmetic which are especially necessary to the 
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man Not only are rules and principles taught, but, 
ess · · h h d ·11 · · . infinitely more important, t oroug n 1s given in 
t 1S 'd' d . them with the greatest rap1 1ty an accuracy.
ying . 
BUSINESS CoRRESPONDENC~.-The business of this ag<: 
so largely conducted by letter, a knowledge of busines~ 
g ondence is simply imperative, and a student can not 
sp h' fh too much importance tot 1s part o the work. Many 
ung man has failed to secure an important position on 
ount of some blunder in his application , due to ignorance 
this subject. 
COMMERCIAL PAP:ER.-Many swindles would be pre-
ted if a knowledge of business paper were more generally 
used. We aim to thoroughly familiarize the student with 
e construction and use of the various forms .of commercial 
l?er, and with the laws governing the s·anie . 
PENMANSHIP·.-Good penmanship is its own advertiser, 
ears its value on its face. A good handwriting often proves 
stepping-stone to a lucrative position. Indeed it is an indis-
nsable aid to every one, whatever may be his position in 
ciety. We teach the most practical system of rapid writing. 
ile students are divided into classes, they at the same tirne 
ceive individual instruction. Particular attention is paid not 
ly to movement, analysis, spacing,· shading, etc. , but also 
the correction of errors and the best way to avoid thern . 
WHEN To ENTER.-Since the instruction is largely indi., 
vidual, students may enter at a_ny time. It is desirable, how-: 
er, to enter at the opening of a term, 
QUALIFICATIONS FOR ENTERING.-A good common school 
ducation is required for entrance. If a student is found 
deficient in any study he will receive special instruction until 
he is able to enter the regular classes, b_ut will not be p er-
mitted to enter the regular course until he is prepared to do so. 
The time required to complete the course is from two to 
three terms according to the ability, experience and previous 
education of the student. · 
Students taking this course may pursue other studies at 
the same time, or devote th~ir time exclusively to the work of 
this department . 
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GRADUATION .~Th~se who complete this course and 
a satisfactory exammat10n on the same, will be awarded 
diploma. 
As each student receives individual instruction, espe . U 
. b kk . h. . d Clam oo eeprng, .is progress 1s not retar ed by less apt or 1
industrious students, nor is he forced on by those who are ab 
to make more rapid advancement. . 
NEED OF BUSINESS TRAINING.-As thousands annua 
fail through a lac~ of business training, and as our rapidl 
increasing commercial interests continue to develop, th 
demand. for well trained young men to take charge of the busi 
ness of our country increases. So thorough.ly commercial h 
our country become that there is no calling in which a knowl 
edge of busines~ is not demanded. A man must either possess 
this knowledge himself, or he must. suffer for the ignorance and 
carelessness of those whom he trusts. 
From the shortness of the time required to obtain a prac 
tical knowledge of business principles, one would suppose that 
both young men and women would avail themselves of the 
opportunities offered by our numerous business colleges. The 
main drawback has been the cost in obtaining a business edu-
cation . Few young people can afford to pay $ 150 or $250 for 
three or four months' business training. Commercial colleges 
giving instruction in this one line of work, and having no 
other means of support, are usually located in large cities, 
where the enormous rents and expenses of living compel them 
to charge high rates of tuition. 
Realizing the great need of commercial training, we call 
the attention of young men and women to the excellent oppor-
tunities we offer of acquiring a complete business education at 
a cost that places such training within the reach of all. Our 
course has been extended and improved until it t akes rank 
with that of any of our commercial colleges, and includes all 
that is necessary for a first class business education. 
OuR COMMERCIAL RooM.-A large new room has been 
fitted up especially for the Commercial Department. It is well 
lighted from the rear and two sides, the students all facing one 
way-toward the unlighted side of the room. We have placed 
in the room twenty-five good substantial tables, besides teacher's 
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11 finished ill oak and trimmed with green oil-cloth. The 
esk ,a .
bles are all of the same size, and. have .drawers for students' 
ks stationery, etc. The chairs, blackboards, and other 
f~;nit~tre of the room make it inviting and convenient in every 
In the rear of the room are offices for the Practical
ectteSP · Department. These are arranged li1e those found in the lead-
. g business colleges. The offices as we have them at present 
~ave inscribed over the arches in front the following names : 
" College National Bank," " Post-office," "Railroad Office," 
11 Commercial Exchange,'' '' Commi.ssion.'' This room is sec-
ond to no commercial room in the Valley, and is as desirable 
as those ordinarily found in exclusive business colleges. 
For expenses see Page 35. 
Sbortbanb anb ~\?Pewrittng.  
The varied uses of Shorthand are so well known a d . 
benefits so fully recogniz~d by business and professio~at 
that we deem it unnecessary to dwell at length on the imtn. 
tance of gaining a practical knowledge of the art. ·par. 
We teach the American Pitman system of phonograph 
using Ben Pitman's Manttal and Reporter's Companion. T~ 
teacher in this department, however, introduces such contrac-
tions and expedients as he has found to be of advantage in 
actual practice. 
Typewriting, going hand-in-hand with Shorthand, will 
receive its due share of attention. The student will have let 
ters, speeches, court-work, etc. , dictated to him, and will be 
instructed in making proper transcripts of his notes. We use 
the Remington and Universal Hammond Typewriters. 
The time required to learn Shorthand varies greatly with 
different students. It depends upon the aptitude of the 
student, upon the efforts he puts forth, and also upon his pre-
vious education and training. If he possesses average ability 
and industry he may possibly be prepared for an amanuensis 
in six months. Some take a year or more. Very few will be 
able to graduate in this course in less than a year. 
For an amanuensis Diploma the student will be required 
to write from new matter at the rate of one hundred words per 
minute, and transcribe his notes on the typewriter at the rate 
of thirty-five words per minute. 
If the student does not possess a satisfactory knowledge 
of Penmanship, Orthography, Practical Grammar and Corre-
spondence, he will be required to study thesE; subjects before 
entering this department. 
TEXT-BOOKS: Ben Pitman's Manual, and Reporter's Companion . 
For expenses see page 35. 
!Department of music.  
Scbool of .Music for \teacbers, Singers anl) 1fnatrumentaI 
. ]pert ormers. 
E . T. HILDEBRAND, Director. 
MRS. BIRDIE ROLLER, Assistant. 
This department provides advantages in the various 
anches of music, which may be studied either elective or in 
urses. The branches . t.hat are usually elective are, Vocal 
Music, Organ, Piano and Voice Culture. 
vocAI.i Music. -Every student is urged to learn to sing 
intelligently, because good music readers are in demand at 
ome, church, Sunday,.school, concert hall , etc., etc. 
Singing is an accomplishment which renders one healthy, 
happy and serviceable in life. 
ORGAN. - T he organ is an instrum~nt found in almost 
every home, church and hall, and is much used in connection 
with singing, and home entertainment. ·One well skilled in 
organ playing has an acquirement that wins the appreciation 
of any society. 
PIANo.- T he piano is the most popular and greatest con-
cert instrument in the world . Its resources in quality, power 
and purity of tone are almost inexhaustible. Because of this 
it is the favorite instrument of the virtuosi of to-day . 
The study of the piano gives more musical depth, and 
brings out a broader degree of musical culture, than any other 
instrument. 
VOICE CuLTURE.-This study is .designed to develop the 
powers of the · voice, to guide the young vocalist, to correct and 
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eliminate throaty, nasal, palatal , pinched, metallic and b 
. reatb tones, which are generally faults of mature singers. 
The art of singing is a part of Voice Culture •
0 r VOl!
production and teaches the student how to execute vocal 
properly in giving equal resonance to all vowels, distin~ 
to consonants and principles of expression . 
. It is through the. p~wer, quality ~nd . method of using t 
voice that the bearer is impressed. Smgmg without a corr 
habit of breathing or method of tone-production is ruinous and 
leads to deformities of the vocal muscles and often results in 
laryngeal troubles and diseases of the throat . 
The human voice is the most perfect of all musical instru 
ments, bu: to.make. it truly effective, ~ultiva~ion is necessary 
An uncultivated voice, however good m quality, is of less real 
value to its possessor and to the world, than one not so rich 
naturally, but well trained and under perfect control. 
1 
<touraea tn music. 
Aside from the studies that may be pursued as elective, 
there are offered three courses in music which include any of 
the elective ~tudies and all . necessary ensemble branches. 
These are the Normal Course· in Music, the Music Teachers' 
Course and the Piano Course. 
1Rormal <tourae. 
There are leaders and teachers of vocal mu·sic with limited 
opportunities, who lead, sing and teach (in their way) and 
have a reasonable knowledge of the rudiments and theory of 
music, but no system or method of imparting, to advantage, 
that which they really know. For such and for others who 
desire to study the rudiments and theory from the beginning 
and learn the methods of teaching the same: this . course of 
three terms or one session is given. 
FALL TERM.-Solfeggio and Sight Singing ; Primary 
Harmony; Theory of Music; Ear Training. 
WINTER TERM.- Vocal Music in Part Singing; Har-
mony; Theory of Music; Methods of Teaching. 
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G TERlVr. - Chorus Singing; Harmony ; Theory and
pRIN . . · p . 
. Lessons and Directrng ractlce. 
0ds ' ·,
To those who complete this course in a satisfactory man-
a certificate is awarded. 
muaic ~eacbera' (tourae. 
The Teachers' Course covers two years, and is given to 
f persons for a musical career in conducting and teach-~sical institutes, normals, schools, etc . ~he study of harmony, instrument, and voice culture in 
course, is pursued from the beginning to its close, which 
lops one to the ab.ili~y ~f c?mposing music, ·performing on 
instrument and artistic smgmg, 
jfirst JQear. . 
FALL TERM. -Solfeggio and Sight Singing; Primary 
ony ; Theory of Music ; Ear Training ; Lessons on 
an; Voice Culture. 
WINTER TERM.-Vocal Music and Part Singing ; Rar-
y ; Theory of Music ; Methods of Teaching ; Lessons on 
an ; Voice Culture. 
SPRING TERM.-Chorus Singing ; Harmo~1y; Theory and 
hods ; Lessons and Directing Practice ; Lessons on Organ ;· 
ce Culture. 
~econo JQear. 
FALL TERM.-Chorus Singing; Harmony and Composi-
; Lessons on Organ or Piano ; Voice Culture and Art of 
ging. 
WINTER TERM.-Oratorio Singing; •Harmony and 'Com-
'tion; H istory of Music ; Lessons on Organ or Piano ; 
'ce Culture and Art of Singing. 
SPRING TERM.-Oratorio Singing; Harmony and Coun-
oint ; Lessons on Organ or Piano ; Voice Culture and Art 
Singing. 
NoTE. - Students who pursue the :Music Teach ers' Course, are required 
udy Gramm ar, R hetoric and Elocution, unless they al ready h ave good 
Bin these branches. 
To those who satisfactorily complete this course, a diplo~rn is awarded. . 
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~iano <tourse. 
The Piano Course is arranged for four years, and is desi 
to develop the student technically and practically. 
jfir.st wear. 
· Formation of Hands and Fingers ; 
etc. ; Scales and .Arpeggios. 
Studies: Mason's Touch and Technic, Volume 1 . -u l J.Y.&.a 
ews' Standard Grades, Books I, II and III ; Easy Sonati 
by Clementi and Bertini. 
Secon~ ]J1ear. 
Continuation of Form3:tion, Position, etc. ; Scales 
Arpeggios. 
Studies: Kullak's Easy Octave Studies; Mason's To 
and Technic, Volume II; Mathews' Standard Grades, Bo 




Studies: Duvernoy's and Czerny's; Mason's Touch a 
Technic, Volume III ; Mathews' Standard Grades, Books V 




Studies : Heller's and Bertini' s ; Mason's Touch a 
Technic, Volume IV; Kullak's Seven Octave Studies; Math 
ews' Standard Grades, Books IX anci. X; Concert Selectio 
by Chopin, Beethoven, Schubert, Rubinstein and Moskows 
To those who co•mplete this course in a satisfactory m 
1ier, a diploma is awarded. 
ll'oice <tulture. 
The study of Voice Culture is one of the most importa 
for vocalists, yet we present no special, outlined cour 
because the stvdent's progress can not be determined befo 
hand. Each student is taken privately and treated as his 
may demand . 
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Tl e student is first taught breath management and the 
/position of the mouth and throat ,. in producing single 
advancing to the use of tone-groups and scales. As 
5
' the first principles are mastered, special exercises for 
.~:ity and vocal studies for voice and development, are 
The studies generally used are Root's New Course, 
·r's Studies, Vigna's Exercises, Lablache's Method and 
cone's Lessons. In connection with these studies, suitable 
and songs are taught. 
1Remarka. 
Musical Recitals are given from time to time by students 
0 are sufficiently advanced . This prepares them to perform 
company and before the public . 
Students are required to be punctual at their practice 
'ods, lessons and classes. 
No student will be permitted to loiter in or about the 
usic Rooms or intrude in any way upon others while prac-
ing. 
The instrumen ts in College Hall may be used only by 
ose who take instrumental lessons. 
Arrangements are also made whereby the violin, guitar 
d cornet can be studied when desired . 
'(tuition in music. 









-Organ Lessons, two per week, . $5.25 $6.25 $5.25 $15.00 
Organ Lessons, two per week, . with 
use of organ two forty-minute 
practice periods a day, 6.50 7.50 6.50 20.00 
Piano Le-sons, two per week, 6.50 7.50 6.50 20.00 
Piano Lessons, two per week, with 
use of pi ano two forty-minute 
pructice periods a day, 8.00 10.00 8. 00 25.00 
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]Dupfla ~"er jfifteen })]ears of Ege.  
Vocal M usic,· daily, 1. 50 1.75  1. 50  
Chorus Class, , daily, 1. 50 1. 75  1.50  
Organ, two lessons per week, 6.75 7.88  6. 75 
Organ, two lessons per week, with  
use of organ t,wo fo rty-minµte  
·practice periods' a day , . 8.25 9.615  8.25  
Piano, two ·lessons per: week, .. 8.25 9.65 \  8.2:)  
;pian,Q,' t wo l.essons per week, with  
u se of piano two one-hour prac-
tice periods a day, 10. 50 12.25  10.50 
Voice Culture, private, two lessons  
per week, 12.00 14.00  12.00 
Voice Culture, private, da~ly, 24.00 28.00 24.00  
N ornrnl Course in music, 9.00 10. 50  9.00 
/ ~t[usi c ~~ac.~ers ~ : Cours~ , 21.00 24.50 21.00 
N OTE.--,.It· will be noticed that the Jotal tuition in music for the en 
session , is proportionately less than by the mon~h or term. Students w 
study through the entire session will pay tuit~ons as indicated for the 
and winter terms, arid receive the re'ductibll' of th e session i'ate, on the pri 
term. This reduction applies only to studentb wh o attend the whole ses i 
History of Music , Harmony and  
outside.of Norm.p.l or Music Teachers'.  
enty-five cents per month ~ach .  
.Violin or Gpitar will cost ( for tw.o lessons per week) $2 •00 
per motith ;..Cornet will cost ( for two lessons per week) $2 5 
per month. · · · · 
One third of the tuition rates will be remitted (in th 
Music Department ) to the children of active ministers of·an 
denomination . 
For rates charged for Board, Light, Steam-heated, Fur: 
nished Room, see page 35. By adding the rates of tuition for 
any of the musical studies or musical courses to the above cost 
one can estimate the exact cost by the mont~, term or session 
Certificate for Normal Course . ... . ... .. .... ... .. : ......... . $1 00  
Diploma for Mut>ic T eachers' Course .. .' . ... :....... 3. 00  
Piano Cours~ .. . .. ... .. .... .... .. ..... . . .. ... . .... ...... ... 5.00  
( ~ • \I 

(Deneral 11 nformation. 
Students will furnish their own  
extra pair of blankets for winter use.  
Students shall be responsible for damage to furniture 
buildings caused by them. All students pay a conti 
deposit of $r.oo on entrance, which is refunded if roo; 
furniture are not damaged and key is returned. 
Running, whistling, scuffling, . lou~ talking or any oth 
rude or boisterous conduct in.the buildings is prohibited. 
The use of tobacco in the buildings or on or near 
grounds is forbidden . 
The order of the church , in relation to church member 
ship, plainness of dress and Christian deportment will be 
expected of all who are members. They will also bring wit 
them their certificate? of membership and connect themselv 
with the congregation here during their stay among us. 
Students should have '' College '' written on all lett 
and packag~s sent them. 
Experience strongly urges the Faculty to ask parents an4 
guardians to discourage excessive vis'tting on the part of students 
to .friends and relatives in reach o.f the College, for this greatly 
inteiferes with their p rogress and advancement. 
Students who prefer to ride from tlie depot to the College 
will .find a carriage in attendance! fare ten cents. 
At the ringing of the bell for study, students shall imme-
diately repair to their rooms. 
Students must be prompt and regular in attendance upon 
their classes. Permission to be abs,ent must be obtained before 
the absence occurs. 
To every student the Faculty extend a hearty welconze. Come 
1 
with the detennination to study hard and to make iniprovement 
yourfirsl and great ob.fed. B e patient, good-natured, energetic, 
industrious and p ersevering. 
All correspondence and applications for catalogues should 
be addressed to the President . 
Stubents 1898===99. 
1. :aca~emfc :IDepartment. 
masstcal <Iourse. 
Senior ))1ear. 
INE, J. H. 
J T, D. W . 
NO, 1. S. 
J.YLAND1 J . W. 
PARENT OR GUARDIAN. 




B. A. Myers, 
















Jacob B. Garber, 
Jacob B. Garber, 
Eld. P. H. Showalter, 







BOWMAN, EMMA 0. 
DAVIES, SADIE v. 
EARLY, J.M. 
GOCHENOUR, D. T. 
HEDRICK, B: M. 
HENTON, ELLA G. 
SANGER, L. 0. 
SPITZER, BERTHA A. 
WRIGHT, CHARLES 0 . .. 
ZIGLER, J. S. 
STUDENTS. 
Seconl) Jqear. 
PARENT OR GUARDIAN. 
Jos. M. Bowman, 
J. Walter Davies, 
Eld. A. B .-Early, 
Jos : -S. Gochenour; 
Peter Showalter, 
D. I. Sanger,  
Ambrose Spitzer,  
· · Robert Wrfght. · 
John W. Zigler, 












ARGABRIGHT, H. B. 
ARNOLD, A. w. 
BOWMAN, MAGGIE s. 
BOWMAN, . SALLIE L. 
0 
BLAKEMORE, L 0TTIE s. 
OLINE, BERTHA v . .'  
OLINE, VuiTIE .N. J.  
COFFMAN, E. s..  
DINKEL, . FOREST ' H.  
DIXON, J. SAMUEL  
DRIVER, E. McOA~THY  
EvERs, JoiIN  
FLEMING, ANNIE M.  
FLORY, BESSIE B.  
FRY, EFFIE" W, '  
FRY, wALTER E :  
FRY, WILLIAM F.  
GARBER, JOHN D.  
GARBER, OTHO D ..  
GEIMAN, E :· c.  
GIBBS, "CHARLE~ E. 
HALE, ORA K.  
HALE, WARD D.  
HANGER, JOSIE M.  
HARPER, SALLIE v.  
HARPINE, J W . . .  
Hus, Fit!:irn:D J .. °JR:  
HINEGARDNER, })'IA,R! F.  
HoLSINGE R, CLYDE K  
HOOVER, DA:VID H '.  
HUFFMAN, 0. C.'  
pr. H. N . Argabri·ght,  
Dr. H . N. Argabright,  
Geo. Arnold ,  
J .. M." Bowman ,  
. . Jos. M. Bo,wman, 
J as. R. Blakemo1:e, 
Mary 0. Oline, · 
Fred. O°iine, 
.J. B. Coffman, ' 
E. Smith Dinkel, 
T .. ·Dixon; 
S. G. priver, .  
Harvey Evers,  
G~o. Fle_ming, _.  
· Geo. ·B. Flory,  
Jas. A. Fry,  
W illi!'lm Fry, ".  
Jas . A. Fry,  
Jacob Garber,  
0 
J oho ·s. Garber,  
J e~em.iah Gein).an,.  
Wm'. Gibbs,  
G. S. Hale,  
:G··S. Hale;  
G. lVI. S. Hanger, 
Saprnel H.: Harper, 
Jos. D. Harpi.ne, 





' B. M : Huffman, · 
Briclgewater. 
Bridgewater. 
































E, l\L Guss IE  
,_ 
:EY, D. s. 
z L. J . 
BR,' NroTA E: 
OLN, GERTRU DE 
BTI ·, C. W . . 
HALL, ANGELLA L. 
Kr. ·NEY, ANDREW B. 
ILLAN, EUNICE 
LER, ALBERT w: 
LER, C,ARRIE R. 
LER, EDITH 
I LLER, EDNA D.  
ILLER, LOTTIE L .  
LLER, MINOR w.  
ILLER, M. OLIVER '  
ILLER, OsCAR S. 
LLER, s. NORA "  
ILLER, YERDIE V".  
ILLER, · WARREN F.  
LLER, WILLIAM H.  
ui.LENDORE, D. D ..  
YERS, HARWOOD P.  
IFF, CAMMIE  I 
GEORGE, L .  
IC~l'REEK, ARCHI E L .  
LLER, s. VIRGIN!~  
GER, BERTIE .M '. .  
INGER, ISAAC C.  
ILLERS, TR~SSA,  
BIRKEY, J. E.  
MPSON, JENNIE L.'.  
PITZER, ATHA 
OUT.A.MYER, E . v . 
THOMAS, LUTHER S. 
THO:IIAS, 0. w. 
THUMA, CARLOS, R. 
AMPLER, B. F. 
INE, BERTIE 
WrsE, ZONA T. 
WRIGHT, A NDRE W s. 
WRIGHT, FRA'.NK J. ' ' 




F r ank Irvine,  
Eld'. j: M . "' Kagey,  
T. K. · Koontz,  
Emanuel Lill~r,  
Mary K . .Lincoln,  
I' It 
I sa'ac Marshan,· 
R. C. McKinney, ' 
Dr. H. N . Argabl"ight~ 
.:f. William Miller·, 
J . Carson Miner, 
E . X . Miner;· 
S. J. · Mill.er, .  
John W. Millei', ·  
Eld. H . G. Miller,  
John w·: MiUer,"  
Eld. H. G. Miller; '  
Eld. H. G'. Miller,  
Elcl. rH . G : Mill.er,  
John W. Milidr; '  
Eld. H. G . Miller,  
. E. C. · l\1 ullendore,. 
'William R. Myers, 
Dr. ·B. L. Rex,  
Williard·Richcreek,  
Mrs. :Birdie Roller,  
JYirs . M~ry Sanger,  
David F. Senger,  
T . 0. SeUers, 
J . H. Shirkey,· 
E. B. _Simpson,  
Ambrose Spitzer,"  
F. M. M . Stoutamyer,  
Geo. W. Thomas,  
Hem-y Thomas,  
.Jack Thuma, ·  
Dayid Wampler,  
Walter T . Byron;  
D. G. \Y"hitm:)re,  
J. H. Wine, 
J . 'E; : Wine, .  
J ~ W . Wise,  
Joh'n T . Wright,  
Robe1t' \\i righ'tJ  
Jacob Zimmerman;  




Purgitsville, W. Va. 
Athlone. · 
Martin, ·w . Va. · 
Bridgewater. 






































Mt. Solbn : 
40 STUDENTS. 
11. aommercial !Department. 
STUDENT. 
CLINE, P. 0. 
C ONNER, w. K . 
CooL, N. D. 
DRIVER, L J . 
E.ARLY, J. M. 
GARBER, J. A. 
GEIMAN, E. c. 
HARPER, SALLIE v. 
HENTON, Josrn A. 
LONG, I. s. 
' MICHA.EL, w . w. 
MILLER, EDNA D. 
MYERS, NANNIE v. 
SANGER, L. C. 
SANGER, w. A. 
WINE, 0. w. 
WRIGHT, CHARLES c. 
ZIGLER, J. s. 
Ill. 
ANDERSON, LIZZIE  
Bow11A.N, MAGGIE S.  
BLAKEMORE, LOTTIE S .  
CLINE, P. 0.  
COPLEY, THOMAS .J .  
CRIST, D. w.  
FLEMING, ANNIE M.  
FLORY, BESSIE B.  
GARBER, OTHO D.  
GE !MAN, E. c.  
HARPER, SALLIE v.  
HOOVER, DAYID B.  
IRVINE, M . GUSSIE  
KOONTZ, L J.  
LILLER, NIOTA. E:  
LINCOLN, GERTRUDE  
MARTIN, C. w.  
MARSHALL, ANGELLA. L.  
MILLER, .LOTTIE L.  
MILLER, S. NORA.  
MILLER, VERDIE v.  
MULLENDORE, D. D  
MYERS, w. T.  
PA.RENT· OR GUARDIAN. 
John P. Cline, 
Philip Cool,  
Samuel A. Driver,  
Eld. A. B. Early,  
Jacob B. Garber,  
Jeremiah Geiman,  
Samuel H . Harper,  
William Long, 
J. ·A. Michael, 
S. J . Miller, 
D. I. Sanger, 
J. E. Sanger, 
W. H. Wine,  
Robert Wright,  
John W. Zigler,  
.music !Department. 
A. G. Anderson, 
J.M. Bowman,  
J as. R. Blakemore,  
John P. Cline,  
Jacob Crist, 
Geo. Flen;iing, 
Geo. B. Flory, 
John S. Garber, 
Jeremiah Geiman, 
Samuel H. Harper, 
Abram Huover, . · 
_Frank Irvine,. 
T. K . Koontz,  
Emanuel Liller,  
Mary K. Lincoln,  
I saac Marshall, 
John W ·. Miller, 
Eld. H. G. Miller, 
.Eld. B. G. Miller, 
E. C. Mullendore, 
B. A. Myers, 






















Stuart 's Draft.  
Findlay, 0.  
Timberville.  
Barrett, Md.  
Lipscomb.  
Bridgewater.  
Westminster, Md.  
Stuart 's Draft.  
Bridgewater.  
Bridgewater.  
North River.  
Purgitsville, W. Va..  
Athlone.  





Gapland, Md_  
Broadway.  
STUDENT. 
S ENGER, l sAAC C.  
ELLERS, T RESSA  
BIRKEY, J. E.  
1·0UTAMYER, E. V.  
TBO~IAS, o. w. 
W ARDER, KvA  
WISE, ZoNA T .  
IV. 
CLINE, B ERTHA v.  
Cox, J. K.  
CRIST, D. w. 
FLORY, H . DORA 
FLORY, L ELIA R. 
GARBE R , SALLIE v. 
GARBER , J . .A. 
HARPER, SALLIE v. 
HooVER, DAVID H. 
LoNG, E. 
MILLER, .A. M. 
MILLER, H. G. 
J\IILL·1m , SILAS B. 
MILL ER, s. NORA 
MILLER , VERDIE v . 
MYERS, wALTER 
8.ANGER, L. c. 
SAUBLE, 0. TEMPIE 
SHoWAL'r ER, 0TTIE F . 
T HOMAS, P. s. 
WAMPLER, B. F. 
WAYLAND, MRS. J . w . 
YOUNT, MRS. w. B. 
ZIGLER, J. S. 
ZIGLER , s. D. 
S T UDENT S. 
PARENT OR GUARD IAN. 
David F . Senger, 
T . 0. Sellers. 
J. H. Shirkey , 
F . M . 1\1 . Stoutamyer , 
Henry Thomas, 
Walter T . Byron, 
J. W . W ise, 
:fSible JD epartment. 
4r 
P. 0. ADDRESS. 





Washington, D. 0. 
Bridgewater. 
Stuart's Draft. 
Stuart 's Draft. 
T imberville. 
Good' s Mill. 
K nightly. 
Timbervill e. 
Ti mbervill e. 



















R. E. ARN"OLD, B. E., 190, Com., '90, Mt. Monis, 111. , 
J. W. ARNOLD, Com ., '91, Luckettsville. 
J . T. ARNOLD, Com., ' 91 , 
C. C. AUSHERMAN, Com ., '88, Middletown, Md., 
W. B . BAKER, Com. , ' 97, Washington, D. C. , 
I. N. H. BEAHM, B. E., '87 , Brentsville, 
J. 0. BEA.HM, B. E., '90, Brentsville, 
E. A . B :>£AN, Com. , ' 93, Fabius, W. Va. , 
E . M. BElf.RY, Com, ' 90, New York City,  
_MINNIE BRADBURN, Mus., '92, Bridgewater,  
G. L. BROWN, B. A., '91, Ket>zletown, 
J. R. C. BROWN, Com., '9 1. Kentsville, 
J.E. BROWER, Lie., '94, Waynesboro, 
C. C. BRUNNER, Com., '96, B. E., '97, 1375 N . Cary St., Balto., 
J. M. CARY, Com , '92, Bluefield, W. Va., 
B . F. CLICK, Com., '98, · Louisburg, Pa., 
J. S. CLICK, Com ., ' 90, Bridgewater, 
0. L. CLICK, Com., '96, Bridgewater,  
.T. W. CLINE, Com., '88, Philadelphia,  
A . B. COFFMAN, Mus., 197, Newport News,  
FANNIE COF];'MAN (Craun) , Lie., '94, Mt. Sidney.  
J . M. COFFMAN, B. A. , '91, Esterly, La. ,  
lYI. KATE CoFFMAN(Flory),B.E. , ' 87, E sterly , La.,  
W. J. COMPHER, B. E., '89, Staunton, 
J. M. Cox, Com., '90, Keystone, A rizona,  
W .. I. CRUMPACKER, Com., ' 90, Bonsacks,  
D. C. CoY, Co m. , '91, Dayton, Ohio, 
M. M. DIXON, S. & T. , '95, Bridgewater, 
• CORA A . DRIVER, B . E., '96, Timberville, 
W. E. DRIVER, Com., ' 96, Weyen;' Cave, 
S. E. DUNCAN , Com., '93, Oak H ill , W. Va., 
J. W. DURNBAUG H, Com , '91, Zimmerman, Ohio, 
D. N. ELLER, B. E., '87, Daleville,  
H.. D. FISHBACK, Com., '89, Rushville,  
P. B. FITZWA'l'ER, Lie., ' 94, Anderson , Ind., 
D . H . FLORY, Com., '89, Clover Hill, 
G. W. FLORY, Com., '94, Bridgewater, 





Prin . Pr.Wm. No  
Prof. Pr.Wm. N  
Teacher.  
P hysician .  









Minister Sec. Br. 
Hotel Clerk.  
Principal Schools.  
Teacher.  
Mail Agt. B.& 0. R.  











Director Music.  

44 ALUMNI. 
EMMA ROTHGEB, B. E., ' ~8, Massanutton, 
J. E . ROLSTON, B. E., '89, Sheldon, Iowa,  
M . G. SANGER, Uom., '89, Sangerville,  
LIZZIE S. SANGER, B. E., '91, Com., '91, Manassas.  
J. L. SCROGHAM, Com., ' 91, Crimora,  
S. A. SH.A.YER, B. E., ' 93; Jennings, La.,  
J. D. SH.A.YER, Mus., '97, Friedens,  
EFFIE \T. SHOWALTER, B. E., '98, Scott's Ford,  
J. W. SIMPSON, Com., '98, .Galveston, Texas,  
E.W. SMITH, Com., '92, Woodberry, Balto.,  
C. J. SMUCKER, Com., '88, Timberville,  
S. J. SNADER, Com., '90, :New Windsor, Md.,  
J. C. SNELL, Com ., '97, Lily,  
L . A. SNELL, Com., ' 92, Dayton,·  
A. J.' SUGAR, Com., '90.  
WILLIAM STRICKLER, Com., ' 90, Leaksville,  
E. B. T EMPL"EMAN, Com., '97, Bridgewater,  
J. D. TROUT, Com ., '90, Lowry,  
C. E. TROUT, B . E ., ' 96, Goode,  
C. j)[. UTZ, Com., '88, New Market, Md., 
J . M. WAMPLER, B. E., '89, Edom, 
NETTIED.WRIGHT(Ecker)B.E., '94, New Hope. 
M . WILSON, Com., '90, Wilsons Mill. 
J. E . WINE, Com., '96, Hermitage, 
E. G . WINE, Com., '97, Norfolk, 
C. 0 . WINE, Com . , ' 89, Covina, Cal., 
J. W . WRIGHT, B. E., ' 94, New Hope, 
J . lYI. WRIGHT, Com., ' 96, Moyerhoeffer·s Store, 
EFFIE L. WINE, Mus., '89, 
S. D. ZIGLER, Com., '95, Mayland, 
Salesman.  
Law Stud  
Farmer 
Teacbe/ 
Merchant. 
Mi.n. and 
